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RESEARCH PAPER

Influenza vaccination among Dutch general practitioners and their attitude toward
influenza vaccination in the elderly
Ruud Andreas Fritz Verhees a, Roy Snellingsb, Geert Jan Dinant a, and Johannes Andreas Knottnerus a

aDepartment of Family Medicine, School for Public Health and Primary Care (CAPHRI), Maastricht University, Maastricht, The Netherlands;
bMaastricht University, Maastricht, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT
Knowledge, attitudes and beliefs (KABs) toward influenza vaccination (IV) play a key role in HCWs’
decisions to receive vaccination and can strongly influence patients’ IV uptake. We examined the
knowledge, attitudes and beliefs of GPs toward IV, exploring their opinion on IV in the elderly,
mandatory HCW vaccination and the desirability of an IV trial in the elderly with hospitalization/mortality
as effect measure. From November 2018 to March 2019, surveys were emailed to GPs and GP-practices
(n = 1676) in three regions of the Netherlands. We assessed the self-reported IV in GPs, reasons for (not)
advising IV to personnel, (not) supporting mandatory IV for personnel and (not) desiring a trial on IV in
the elderly on hospitalization/mortality. Multivariable logistic regression models were used to determine
predictors for GP IV. A total of 552 surveys were completed and 71.9% of the GPs reported receiving IV.
Determinants for IV in GPs were male sex (aOR 1.62, 95%CI 1.06–2.49, p = .03) and age ≥60 y (aOR 5.25,
95%CI 1.51–18.32, p = .01). Seventy-nine percent of the GPs recommend IV for their practice personnel.
Mandatory IV for personnel was supported by 41.2% of the GPs with GP self-reporting IV being the only
determinant (aOR 10.03 (95%CI 5.69–17.70 p = .00)). An IV trial on hospitalization and/or mortality was
desired by 60.5% of the GPs. We concluded that the majority of Dutch GPs receives IV and recommends
IV to their personnel. These high rates along with the hesitancy of GPs toward mandatory HCW IV should
be considered when policymakers decide on a mandate for IV in HCW in general.
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Introduction

During an epidemic, influenza can affect all in society and
elderly especially. Suddenly increased elderly care needs and
absenteeism among caregivers and healthcare workers
(HCWs) can disrupt the healthcare system.1, 2 Besides vacci-
nating high-risk patients against influenza, also HCW vacci-
nation is proposed to reduce its impact by preventing
absenteeism and transmission to elderly and their
caregivers.3 However, many HCWs choose to stay unvacci-
nated leaving coverage rates far below WHO-recommended
levels.4

Knowledge, attitudes and beliefs (KABs) toward influ-
enza vaccination (IV) play a key role in HCWs’ decisions to
receive vaccination and can strongly influence patients’ IV
uptake.5-7 Determinants of vaccine refusal in HCWs have
been studied extensively.8,9 However, most studies have
been conducted in hospitals or elderly homes, whereas in
many high-income countries like the Netherlands, general
practitioners (GPs) are key actors in implementing IV pol-
icy. Since previous findings cannot be translated to primary
care,10 little remains known about the KAB of GPs toward
IV, especially in the largest target group; the elderly. New
insights in KAB of GPs toward IV could help developing
interventions aimed at increasing vaccination uptake in the
elderly and in primary healthcare personnel.

In the Netherlands, GPs have a long history as main
implementers of the National Prevention Influenza
Programme according to which high-risk groups are vacci-
nated against influenza free of charge. Given this background,
the KAB of Dutch GPs toward IV in HCWs and elderly is
relevant. Moreover, their attitude toward currently debated
topics regarding IV – such as the desirability of (mandatory)
HCW influenza vaccination11 and of a trial designed to eval-
uate the effect of IV in the elderly on hospitalization and/or
mortality,12 – is important to consider for both policymakers
and the scientific community when deciding on mandatory
IV or setting the agenda for new IV-related research.

Therefore, we examined (1) the KAB of Dutch GPs toward
IV, (2) evaluated demographic predictors for KAB, and (3)
explored GPs’ opinions on IV in the elderly, mandatory HCW
influenza vaccination and the desirability of an IV trial on
mortality, both before and during the influenza-epidemic of
2018/2019.

Materials and methods

Work-up

From November 2018 to March 2019, invitations to complete
a survey, hosted on FormDesk®, were emailed to GPs and GP-
practices in three regions (North, West and South) of the
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Netherlands. E-mail addresses were retrieved from databases
provided by contact persons of the collaborating academic
departments of Family Medicine in these regions.

To evaluate the effect of seasonality on survey results, GP-
contacts in the Southern-group were randomly divided into
two groups, receiving requests to participate either before
(n = 350) or during (n = 337) the influenza epidemic. To
increase survey response, by the end of November 2018 elec-
tronic newsletters with a link to our survey were posted on
GP-platforms used in the Southern region. End of January,
during the epidemic, e-mail requests were sent out to all other
GP contacts; i.e. GPs in the Northern (n = 642) and Western
region (n = 160) and the remaining GP-contacts in the
Southern region (n = 337). By chance, the academic depart-
ment of Family Medicine in the Western region only held
a small database of contacts. Therefore, in this region, we
provided permission for participating GPs to distribute the
survey to their regional GP colleagues.

Reminders were sent 1 and 2 weeks after sending the first
invitation. The surveys were closed on January 2 and March 1.
Figure 1 illustrates the start and end of the surveys in relation
to the influenza-like-illness (ILI) incidence.

Questionnaire

The survey consisted of 14 closed-ended questions mostly
using 5-point Likert scales (Appendix A). We adopted some
of the questions of a survey of the influenza vaccination rate
among Dutch GPs in 2008, so that we could compare reported
IV rates among Dutch GPs over time.14 When applicable, the
Checklist for Reporting Results of Internet E-Surveys
(CHERRIES) statement was followed.15

Draft questionnaires were previously reviewed by 10 uni-
versity staff members specialized in primary care research and
adjusted accordingly. The medical ethics committee of the
Maastricht University Medical Center confirmed that the
Medical Research Involving Human Subjects Act did not
apply since no patients were included. To avoid any effect
on the GPs’ vaccination behavior, surveys were sent out only
2 weeks after the IV campaign had ended (Figure 1).

Outcome measures

Outcome measures were the self-reported IV coverage in GPs
and the assessment of determinants and reasons for (not)
being vaccinated against influenza, (not) advising (manda-
tory) HCW vaccination, (not) supporting the current IV
policy and (absence of) desirability of a trial on IV in the
elderly evaluating hospitalization and/or mortality as an
endpoint.

Analysis

Only fully completed forms were used for analyses. After testing
for multicollinearity, all demographic variables (by all means:
age, gender, working experience, part-time/full-time work, prac-
tice form) were entered in an ordinal logistic regressionmodel to
calculate the adjusted odds ratio (aOR). If assumptions regarding
goodness of fit and/or proportional odds assumption were vio-
lated, dependent variables with Likert-scale (five parameters)
were recoded into three parameter variables and assumptions
were retested. If assumptions were still not met, outcome vari-
ables were reduced to two levels to perform binary logistic
regression. We used the chi-square test to test for any demo-
graphic differences between the GPs per region and per time
frame (pre or intra-epidemically). When comparing continuous
data, the Shapiro–Wilk test was used to test for normality. If not
normally distributed, non-parametric tests (Mann–Whitney
Test) were used.

Results

Demographics

A total of 1676 GPs or GP practices were directly asked to
participate. Since the survey was also accessible by electronic
newsletter, an unknown number of potential participants was
indirectly reached. Eventually, 601 GPs participated in com-
pleting 552 surveys. Since the denominator was not known
exactly, the total response rate is estimated as being ≤32.9%
(552/1676). Accurate response rates were calculated from the
survey groups including GPs who were only addressed per-
sonally, varying between 29.1% and 39.5% (mean 33.6%). The

Figure 1. Timescale illustrating the start and end of the surveys in relation to the influenza-like-illness (ILI) incidence.13
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basic characteristics of responders and national figures are
presented in Table 1. Demographics of those participating in
the Southern region before and during the epidemic did not
differ significantly (results not shown).

Survey results

Survey results are shown in Figure 2. In the 2018/2019 season,
397 (71.9%) of the GPs reported receiving IV. Most important
reasons were reducing the risk of getting influenza (61.2%)

and transmitting influenza to patients (87.7%). Most impor-
tant reasons for refusing IV were not belonging to a risk
group (51.0%) and the conviction that one was already pro-
tected against influenza (25.2%) (Figure 3). Among “other
motives” uncertainty regarding the usefulness of the vaccine
was most frequently mentioned (13/41). Regression analysis
showed two determinants for self-reported IV among GPs:
male sex (aOR 1.62, 95%CI 1.06–2.49, p = .03) and age ≥60 y
(aOR 5.25, 95% CI 1.51–18.32, p = .01). Reasons for support-
ing the IV policy (or not) can be found in Figure 4.

Mandatory IV in practice personnel

Of all responding GPs, 436 (79.0%) recommend IV for their
practice personnel (Figure 2a). Mandatory IV of personnel is
supported by 41.2% and rejected by 36.9% of the GPs
(Figure 2b). Reported IV in GPs was a predictor for support-
ing mandatory IV in practice personnel; aOR 10.03 (95%CI
5.69–17.70 p = .00).

Estimated vaccine efficacy and vaccination rate

Median estimated efficacy of IV for preventing influenza in
the elderly was 60% (range 0-100%) and significantly higher
in those who received IV (60% (range 1-95%)) than those not
receiving IV (50% (range 0-100%), p = .00). The median
estimated vaccination rate of risk groups within the GP’s
practice was 60% (range 0-95%) and did not differ between
vaccinated and unvaccinated GPs (median 60% (range 0-95%)
vs. 60% (range 3-90%), p = .44).

Table 1. Basic characteristics of respondents compared with national figures.

Respondents (n = 552) No.
(%)

All Dutch GPs
(N = 9898)

Sex
Male 300 (54.3%) 47%
Female 252 (45.7%) 53%
Age groups (y)
≤40 91 (16.5%) 25.9%
41–49 153 (27.7%) 29.7%
50–59 187 (33.9%) 28.7%
≥60 121 (21.9%) 15.7%
Work experience as
a GP (y)

≤10 114 (20.7%) -
11–19 183 (33.2%) -
≥20 255 (46.2%) -
Employment
≤0.6 fte 136 (24.6%) 19.4%
>0.6 fte 416 (75.4%) 80.6%
Working
In a solo practice 117 (21.2%) 17.0%
In a non-solo practice 392 (71.0%) 83.1%
As a locum 43 (7.8%) a

GP, general practitioner; fte, full-time equivalent.
aData unavailable; GPs working as a locum have been assigned to either solo or
non-solo practices based on the practice they work for (solo or non-solo).

(a)
Figure 2. Response to the survey questions.
IV, influenza vaccination.
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Desirability of a placebo-controlled IV trial on
hospitalization/mortality

Of all GPs, 60.5% desires a trial evaluating the effect of IV in
the elderly on hospitalization and/or mortality. GPs not
receiving IV desired such a trial more frequently than those
receiving IV (68.4% vs. 57.4%, p = .02).

Seasonal and regional differences

No significant differences in survey results were demon-
strated between the three regions (results not shown),
except for the estimated vaccination rate which was signifi-
cantly lower in the Western-group compared to the
Southern and Northern regions; 50% (range 20-75%) vs.
60% (range 0-95%), p = .00.

Pre-epidemically 36.6% of the GPs supported manda-
tory IV in HCWs, increasing to 48.0% intra-epidemically
(overall 41.2%). The unadjusted OR of the intra-epidemic
season vs. the pre-epidemic season on support of an IV
mandate (agree vs. neutral or disagree) was 1.60 (95%CI
1.03–2.48), p = .04). After correcting for demographic
variables we found an aOR of 1.49 (95%CI 0.94–
2.38, p = .09).

Discussion

We examined the knowledge, attitudes and beliefs of general
practitioners toward influenza vaccination in different regions
in the Netherlands before and during the 2018/2019 influenza

epidemic. Our study showed that the majority of GPs receives
IV (71.9%), recommends IV for their practice personnel
(79.0%) and desires for a trial evaluating the effect of IV on
hospitalization and/or mortality in the elderly (60.5%). Male
sex (aOR 1.62) and age ≥60 y (aOR 5.25) were significant
determinants for self-reported IV among GPs. Reported IV in
GPs was a strong predictor for supporting mandatory IV in
practice personnel (aOR 10.03).

Strengths of our study are the generalizability since we con-
ducted our study in different regions. In the Netherlands, GPs
have always been key actors in implementing IV. Given their
experience and expertise, the attitude of Dutch GPs toward this
topic is particularly interesting. Our methodological approach
also allowed us to compare survey responses before and during
the influenza season which has not been done before. Also – by
adopting some questions of a previous study14 – we could
compare GP vaccination rates over time. Finally, this study
evaluates currently debated topics regarding IV (i.e. mandatory
HCW IV and desirability of an IV trial on mortality) that have
not been evaluated in such large populations of GPs before.

Some limitations of this study should be discussed.
Although the response rate of approximately 30% is fair in
this field,16 and attempts to increase questionnaire response
by using online platforms were made, selective response can-
not be excluded. Also, since the participating GPs were
affiliated to an academic department of Family Medicine,
this could negatively affect the representativeness of our
respondents. However, the basic characteristics of our respon-
dents were roughly comparable to national statistics. Also,
participating GPs did not seem to have a preoccupation

(b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2. Continued
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toward IV since their median estimated vaccination coverage
rates and estimated vaccine efficacy rates correspond well to
the national statistics (49.9% in risk groups)17 and literature
(vaccine efficacy 50-60%)18 respectively. For these reasons and
given their affiliation to different departments in different
regions in the Netherlands, we consider our study population
as representative. Finally, post-hoc sample size calculation
(not presented) showed that at least 369 participants needed
to be included in order to have an acceptable margin of error
of 0.05 from the 95%CI based on a proportion of 0.6 of GPs
being vaccinated. Thus, responses (n = 552) can be considered
high enough to draw conclusions based on these findings.

Because IV in GPs was self-reported, social desirability bias
cannot be excluded. However, research shows that questionnaire
data overestimates vaccination rates by less than 10%,19 limiting
the potential effect of such bias. Finally, for methodological

reasons previously explained, we were still enrolling participants
in our “pre-epidemic” group when the epidemic had already
started. But by that time ILI-incidence was still low, and the
incidence of ILI in the elderly – which has our special interest –
started to increase later, coinciding with our second (intra-
epidemic) survey rounds (Figure 1). Therefore, we think our
surveys still discriminate between the “pre-epidemic” and intra-
epidemic season.

Coverage rate, motives and predictors of IV in GPs

IV coverage among European HCWs is generally below
30%,20 and has been showing declining trends.21

Vaccination rates among GPs vary widely; ranging from
12% in Slovenia22 to over 75% in some Italian regions.23

Figure 3. Reasons for GPs to receive IV, or not.

Figure 4. Reasons for GPs to support IV policy, or not.
GP, general practitioner; IV, influenza vaccination.
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Most recent statistics on Dutch GP IV date back from the
pandemic 2009/2010 season, reporting a (seasonal) IV cover-
age rate of 63%.24 Especially when compared to the latest non-
pandemic rates of 36% for seasonal IV in 2007/2008,14 the
coverage rate of 71.9% found in our study suggests a relevant
increase. For reasons previously explained, this increase is not
likely to be explained by selection bias. A potential explana-
tion for the increase could be the gradual implementation of
the recommendations for HCW to be vaccinated against
influenza that were introduced in 2007.25

Besides age >60 y (which is an indication for IV), male sex
was a predictor for vaccination uptake in GPs, which is con-
sistent with previous studies among GPs.14,24In our study,
these differences in vaccination coverage between sex were
consistent over all age groups, whereas in the general (non-
GP) population females tend to be vaccinated more often.26

This is suggested to be related to the greater propensity of
women for seeking health care.27 Although this effect is likely
to be smaller in healthcare professionals, our study did not
yield supportive data to explain for the inverse relation that
we found.

In our study, most frequently reported motives in GPs for
receiving IV were personal protection against influenza and
lowering of the risk of transmitting influenza to patients,
whereas having no medical indication for IV and the convic-
tion that one is already protected against influenza were the
most common reasons for not being vaccinated. These
motives do not seem to have changed over the past decade14

and apply internationally.9 Similar to our study, concerns
about side effects, forgetfulness, and doubts about the vac-
cine’s efficacy are less frequently reported motives (ranging
from 2.5% to 28.6%) for non-vaccination in GPs.9 Besides all
quantitative data, qualitative data showed that also the belief
that influenza is not a serious illness is a potential barrier for
HCW vaccination.8 Our study clarifies that – unlike in
patients with a medical indication – the majority of GPs do
not agree that the seriousness of symptoms and the severity
and chance of complications of influenza in healthy elderly
are that relevant that this requires prevention by means of an
effective vaccine.

Attitude toward mandatory IV in HCW and toward a new
trial

To our best knowledge, this is the first study to examine the
attitudes of GPs toward mandatory IV in practice personnel.
Whereas only 41.2% of the GPs in our study supports man-
datory vaccination of practice personnel with direct patient
contact, Desante et al. showed that in the United States, 84%
of the physicians working in internal medicine or emergency
medicine supported mandatory IV among HCW.28

Differences in the severity of complications caused by influ-
enza in patients presenting in this setting compared to pri-
mary care may partly explain for these differences.

The efficacy of IV in the elderly has long been a topic of
debate, mainly due to the lack of direct RCT-based evidence
on effects of IV on severe morbidity and mortality in the
elderly. This study is the first now to report an uninformed
opinion of a majority (60.5%) of GPs desiring such a trial.

Regional and seasonal influence on the attitude of GPs
toward IV in the elderly

Regional variations in GPs’ perceptions and practices regard-
ing vaccination have been observed in France.29 However, this
study did not focus on IV explicitly. Besides the estimated
coverage rates of IV varying up to 12% per region, we did not
find regional differences in attitudes of GPs toward IV. This
could be explained by close adherence to Dutch medical
guidelines.

Up to our knowledge, no studies quantified the effect of
seasonality on attitudes of GPs on IV before. A qualitative
Australian study did suggest that the severity of the previous
influenza season could affect the attitude of stakeholders
toward mandatory IV in HCW 1 y later.30 Although we
examined this effect within the same season, we could not
demonstrate a significant effect of the epidemic occurrence of
influenza on the GPs' attitude toward mandatory IV in HCW.
It should be noted that the 2018/2019 influenza season in the
Netherlands was relatively mild, potentially limiting the near
significant (p = .09) effect.

Implications and novelty of our study

Our study found a high IV coverage rate in GPs (71.9%),
indicating a relevant increase over the past decade.14 In the
absence of surveillance systems monitoring IV coverage
rates in primary care on any (national or European) level
and considering the present-day debate on introducing man-
datory IV for HCWs, our up-to-date information on GP
coverage rates and their attitudes toward IV is relevant for
both policymakers and researchers. In this study, we did not
evaluate vaccination rates in HCWs other than GPs.
Previous studies learned that coverage rates in other
HCWs are generally lower than in physicians (ranging
between 20% and 40%).31 We do know that physician’s
encouragement to get vaccinated is an important factor in
HCW vaccine uptake.32,33 Considering that the majority of
GPs is vaccinated and recommends IV to their practice
personnel, we expect that this translates into high vaccina-
tion rates in practice personnel as well, although other
HCWs than GPs were not included in this study. The high
vaccination coverage in GPs as such, the hesitancy of GPs to
mandate IV in HCWs, the fact that non-institutionalized
elderly are easily exposed to many potential vectors of influ-
enza other than HCWs, but also the fact that GPs also
regularly visit patients that may be very ill and institutiona-
lized, should all be taken in to account when policymakers
decide on mandatory IV for HCWs in general and – more
explicitly – in primary care.

This is the first study to objectify the effect of seasonality
on attitudes of GPs on IV. Our finding that GPs’ attitudes
toward mandatory IV in HCW does not significantly change
during the influenza season should be interpreted with care,
as explained previously. In case stakeholders or, by referen-
dum, HCWs are involved in deciding on such a mandate,
policymakers should be aware that, especially during a severe
influenza epidemic, a potential seasonal effect on this opinion,
cannot be ruled out.
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A novel finding is that 60.5% of the GPs' desires a placebo-
controlled trial on IV in the elderly evaluating mortality as an
endpoint and that 86.1% would have no objections if their
elderly patients would participate in such a trial, exposing
them to the harmful risks of influenza. This (uninformed)
opinion has no direct implications for the justification and
feasibility of such a trial. However, it should be seen as an
important sign for the scientific community to clearly com-
municate on the state of evidence on the effects of IV on
morbidity and mortality34 in the elderly and the substantial
ethical, methodological and practical barriers to be
addressed,12 before a placebo-controlled trial with severe
complications and mortality as outcomes would be justified.

Finally, if new research in the field is conducted, this study
provides new insights in knowledge gaps or outstanding ques-
tions that could be addressed. For instance, the observed
uncertainty among GPs in our study on the need for IV in
“healthy” elderly.

Conclusion

Whereas the positive behavior toward IV is reflected by the
majority of GPs receiving IV and recommending IV to their
practice personnel, the GPs’ attitude toward mandatory IV and
the beneficial effects of IV in the healthy elderly on severe
morbidity and mortality should considered hesitant. Given the
majority of GPs that likes to see a trial being conducted on
hospitalization/mortality as an endpoint, and the identified
barriers for conducting such a trial, it is important to explicitly
discuss the current state of evidence on the effects of IV and
these barriers with the GP community. Our findings should be
taken into consideration when policymakers decide on
a mandate for IV and when researchers set up the agenda for
influenza-related research or communicate on their findings.
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Appendix A. Survey questions

1 I have been vaccinated against influenza for the season 2018/2019.

● No (continue to question 2b)

2a I have been vaccinated for the following reason(s): (Multiple answers
possible)

● I belong to one of the influenza risk groups (by age criterion and/or
by medical indication)

● Vaccination will reduce the risk of getting influenza
● Vaccination will reduce the risk of transmitting influenza to high-risk

patients
● There were some vaccines left
● Because of reporting in scientific journals and in the media
● Other motive …

2b I have not been vaccinated for the following reason(s): (Multiple
answers possible)

● I do not belong to one of the influenza risk groups (neither by age
criterion nor by medical indication)

● I am protected against influenza by frequent professional exposure to
the virus

● I question whether in my case vaccination will be effective
● I forgot to get vaccinated
● I fear side effects of IV
● Because of reporting in scientific journals and in the media
● Other motive …

3 I recommend influenza vaccination to my general practice personnel.

● Yes
● No
● Does not apply; I do not have any personnel

4 Influenza vaccination should become mandatory for general practice
personnel with direct patient contact.

-Strongly disagree -Disagree -Neutral -Agree -Strongly agree

5 Do you agree with age criterion (≥ 60 years) as an indication for
influenza vaccination?

● Yes, I do
● No, the age criterion has to be higher
● No, the age criterion has to be lower
● No, I think age is not a correct indication for influenza vaccination
● No opinion

6 How would you estimate the effectiveness of influenza vaccination in
the elderly on preventing influenza in the elderly, in case of good
antigenic match between the vaccine and the circulating influenza
viruses?

● …… %

7 How would you estimate the vaccination rate of your risk patients in
the season 2018/2019?

● … %

8 The symptoms of influenza in healthy elderly of 60 years and older are
that serious that this requires prevention by means of an effective vaccine.

-Strongly disagree -Disagree -Neutral -Agree -Strongly agree
9 The symptoms of influenza in patients with a medical indication are that
serious that this requires prevention by means of an effective vaccine.

-Strongly disagree -Disagree -Neutral -Agree -Strongly agree

10 The chance and severity of complications caused by influenza in
healthy elderly of 60 years and older are that relevant that this requires
prevention by means of an effective vaccine.

-Strongly disagree-Disagree-Neutral-Agree-Strongly agree

11 The chance and severity of complications caused by influenza in
patients with a medical indication are that relevant that this requires
prevention by means of an effective vaccine.

-Strongly disagree -Disagree -Neutral -Agree -Strongly agree

12 I support the current influenza vaccination policy regarding the
elderly.

● Yes
● No
● No opinion

Why DO you support the current policy regarding the elderly? (Multiple
answers possible)

● The effectiveness regarding prevention of influenza has been proven
sufficiently

● The effectiveness regarding prevention of complications and mortality
has been proven sufficiently

● The health benefits are high enough
● Cost-effectiveness has been demonstrated sufficiently
● The antigenic match between vaccine and circulating virus is usually

accurate
● Side effects of IV are negligible
● Both healthy elderly and elderly with a medical indication are at risk
● It is better to vaccinate against influenza than to go through an

influenza infection
● Symptoms of influenza are that severe that this justifies vaccination
● Possible complications of influenza are that serious that this justifies

vaccination
● I vaccinate against influenza because the policy is determined by the

health authorities, but personally I do not support this policy
● Other motive …

Why DO you NOT support the current policy regarding the elderly?
(Multiple answers possible)

● The effectiveness regarding prevention of influenza has not been
proven sufficiently

● The effectiveness regarding prevention of complications and mortality
has not been proven sufficiently

● The factual health benefits are not high enough
● Cost-effectiveness has not been demonstrated sufficiently
● The antigenic match between vaccine and circulating virus is usually

inaccurate
● Side effects of influenza vaccination are a threat
● Not all elderly are at risk, but mostly the elderly with a medical

indication
● It is better to go through an influenza infection than to vaccinate

against influenza
● Symptoms of influenza are that innocent that this does not justify

vaccination
● Complications of influenza are that rare that this does not justify

vaccination
● Other motive …

13 A placebo-controlled study (in which the intervention group receives
the influenza vaccine and the control group receives placebo) on the
effectiveness of influenza vaccination on hospitalization and/or mortality
in the elderly is desirable.

-Strongly disagree -Disagree -Neutral -Agree -Strongly agree
14 The desirability of a placebo-controlled trial on influenza vaccination
in the elderly is currently debated. If such a trial would be performed,
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would you find it objectionable if your elderly patients would participate
in this study by their own initiative?

● Yes
● No
● No opinion

Gender

● Male
● Female

Age

● … … years old

For how long have you been working as a practicing GP?

● … … years

How many days per week do you work as a practicing GP?

● Three or less days per week
● Four or more days per week

Practice form

● Solo
● Non-solo (duo/group)
● I work as a locum

Remarks

10 R. A. F. VERHEES ET AL.
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